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Quantum teleportation is a very helpful information-theoretic protocol that allows to transfer an
unknown arbitrary quantum state from one location to another without having to transmit the quan-
tum system through the intermediate region. Quantum states, quantum channels, and indefinite
causal structures are all examples of quantum causal structures that not only enable advanced quan-
tum information processing functions, but can also model causal structures in nonclassical space-
times. In this letter, we develop quantum teleportation of arbitrary quantum causal structures, as
formalized by the process matrix framework. Instead of teleporting all the physical degrees of free-
dom that implement the causal structure, the central idea is to just teleport the inputs to and outputs
from the operations of agents. The communication of outcomes of Bell state measurements, which
is necessary for deterministic quantum teleportation, is not possible for all causal structures that one
might wish to investigate. To avoid this problem, we propose partially and fully post-selected tele-
portation protocols. We prove that our partially post-selected teleportation protocol is compatible
with all quantum causal structures, including those that involve indefinite causal order.

Quantum teleportation [1–3] is a protocol from quan-
tum information theory that allows to transfer a quan-
tum state from one location to another, even if the
quantum state is unknown and without passing phys-
ically the state from one location to another location.
Therefore, quantum teleportation is a helpful tool that
makes quantum communication and quantum compu-
tation more flexible. It allows to exchange the physi-
cal system to which a quantum state is assigned and
to transfer quantum information without transmitting
its physical carrier. Explicit examples for applications
are measurement-based quantum computation [4] and
quantum repeaters for long distance quantum commu-
nication [5].

Recently, combining the concepts and tools from
quantum information, computer science, and general
relativity, reseachers started to study quantum causal
structures [6, 7]. The preparation and distribution of
quantum states is an example of such a structure. Quan-
tum circuits are also examples of quantum causal struc-
tures, also known in the literature as quantum combs [8].
Furthermore, quantum theory admits so-called indefi-
nite causal structures, exotic causal structures in which
the order of quantum gates is affected by quantum un-
certainty. Such indefinite causal structures are expected
to arise in quantum gravity when the light cone struc-
ture is blurred by quantum fluctuations [9] or in the
vicinity of large masses prepared in spatial superposi-
tion [10, 11]. A typical example is the quantum switch [12]
for which the order of two quantum gates is controlled
by a quantum system. It has recently been demon-
strated in quantum optics experiments [13–16], and it
was shown that its multiparty generalisation (i.e. the n-

switch) can reduce sublinearly the computational query
complexity [17–19] in certain black box problems and
it can exponentially reduce the complexity in quantum
communication problems [20].

This raises the question whether it is possible to tele-
port quantum causal structures. In the context of quan-
tum computation, this would open up the possibility
that a large-scale quantum server implements a large
quantum circuit fragment, while clients just need to tele-
port their quantum states, gates or small-scale circuit
fragments, and they do not even have to reveal a clas-
sical description of their choices. In the context of quan-
tum gravity, teleportation might help to investigate frag-
ile indefinite causal structures by implementing large
parts of the agents’ quantum instruments far away.

In this letter, we extend the concept of quantum tele-
portation to arbitrary quantum causal structures. A
naive generalization of quantum teleportation would
teleport all the involved physical degrees of freedom
used to implement the quantum causal structure. How-
ever, using the process matrix framework [6] to formal-
ize quantum causal structure, we show that it is enough
to teleport only the inputs and outputs of the quan-
tum causal structure. Since deterministic quantum tele-
portation requires classical communication of outcomes
of Bell state measurements, deterministic teleportation
imposes additional causal compatibility conditions that
might be incompatible with the quantum causal struc-
ture under investigation. To avoid this, we propose
partially and fully post-selected teleportation protocols
that can be applied to an arbitrary amount of agents.
We prove that the partially post-selected teleportation
protocols are compatible with all quantum causal struc-
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tures.
Process matrices. The process matrix formalism [6]

is a minimal-assumptions approach that allows to de-
scribe quantum causal structures. It models causal in-
terventions as quantum instruments. Let L(H) be the
set of linear operators on a Hilbert space H. In partic-
ular, L(H) contains the set of density operators over H.
Then a quantum instrument {Ma}na=1 is given by a col-
lection of (probabilistic) quantum transformations, i.e.
linear, completely-positive, trace-non-increasing maps
Ma : L(Hin) → L(Hout), such that

∑n
a=1Ma is a com-

pletely positive and trace-preserving (CPTP) linear map.
It is more convenient to work with the Choi opera-

tors [21, 22] associated with the quantum transforma-
tions. For an orthonormal basis |0〉 , . . . , |din − 1〉 of the
input space, the Choi operator M associated with the
linear map M : L(Hin) → L(Hout) is defined as M :=

(I ⊗ M)(|1〉〉〈〈1|) where |1〉〉 =
∑din−1
j=0 |j〉 ⊗ |j〉 is an

unnormalized maximally entangled state on the input
space and a copy, and I is the identity channel.

lab of
agentA1

lab of
agentA2

output output

input input

causal structure
process matrix W

FIG. 1. The process matrix framework allows to describe quan-
tum causal structures. Causal interventions are modeled as
quantum instruments applied by agents in small labs. The
causal structure that connects these labs is modeled by the pro-
cess matrix W .

In the process formalism (see Figure 1) one imagines
several agents A1, . . . , AN within small labs in which
the usual rules of quantum mechanics are valid. Each
agent receives a quantum system from the environment,
acts on it with their quantum instrumentMAj

a , and then
sends it out again. The environment connecting the labs
might be incompatible with a definite causal order, e.g.
it might be a controlled superposition of causal orders
as in the quantum switch [11, 12].

Then, a general process is defined as the most gen-
eral multi-linear map that maps the instrument choices
of the agents to probability distributions (even if the
agents share additional entangled states). In the Choi-
representation, this can be written as p(a1, . . . , aN ) =
Tr[WT · (MA1

a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗M
AN
aN )]. Here, aj is the outcome

of agent Aj and W is the process matrix that gives the
framework its name. Details can be found e.g. in [6, 23].

General teleportation scheme. The basic idea of
quantum teleportation of causal structures is as follows:
Instead of teleporting all the degrees of freedom in-
volved in the physical realization of the causal struc-

ture (e.g. a large mass creating a superposition of space-
times), it is enough to teleport the inputs and outputs of
the agents’ labs. In this way, outside parties can obtain
access to the correlations produced by a quantum causal
structure as if the underlying degrees of freedom were
accessible.

More specifically, we imagine that the agents and their
labs stay outside of the causal structure. Each agent
sends probe systems into the causal structure. These
probe systems teleport the input from the causal struc-
ture to the agents’ labs, who then apply their quantum
instruments. Afterwards, the agents teleport the out-
puts of their quantum instruments back into the causal
structure. The general teleportation scheme is visual-
ized in Figure 2.
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FIG. 2. Teleportation of a causal structureW for two agentsA1

and A2. The protocol sends probes into the causal structure
that teleport the inputs to the agents’ labs. After the agents
have applied their instruments MAj

aj to these inputs, they tele-
port the outputs back into the causal structure.

In detail, the protocol works as follows: Each agent
sends two probes into the causal structure. One of these
probes has the same dimension as the input from the
causal structure (we call it the input probe), the other
probe has the same dimension as the output to the
causal structure (we call it the output probe). Further-
more, the corresponding agent has a copy of each probe.
Each probe and its copy are in a maximally entangled
state |Φ+〉 := 1√

d

∑
j |j〉⊗|j〉, where d is the input or out-

put dimension of the agent’s socket in the causal struc-
ture.

Instead of directly applying an arbitrary instrument
within the causal structure, only fixed teleportation op-
erations are applied. First, the input from the causal
structure is teleported to the lab of the respective agent:
A generalized Bell state measurement (BSM), i.e. a mea-
surement in a maximally entangled basis, is applied to
the input from the causal structure and the input probe.
In the ideal case, the outcome j of the measurement is
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communicated to the agent on the outside, who applies
a correcting unitary Uj to their copy of the probe.

Then, the agent (here Am) applies their instrument
MAm

a to the copy of the input probe. Finally, the out-
put of this instrument is teleported from the agent’s lab
back into the corresponding socket of the causal struc-
ture: A generalized Bell state measurement is applied to
this output and the copy of the output probe. In the ideal
case, the outcome k of this measurement is communi-
cated to the agent’s socket of the causal structure, such
that a correcting unitary Uk can be applied to the out-
put probe before it is sent as output to the causal struc-
ture. For completeness, the detailed protocol of [1] for
teleportation of states in arbitrary dimension (including
an example for a maximally entangled basis and corre-
sponding correcting unitaries Uj) is given in the Supple-
mentary Material.

Post-selection instead of communication. The full
teleportation protocol requires communicating the out-
come of the generalized Bell state measurements be-
tween the agent’s lab and their socket in the causal struc-
ture. As we consider several agents, this need for com-
munication with the possibly indefinite causal struc-
ture raises questions about the causal and operational
situation of the agents and their labs with respect to
each other, and with respect to the causal structure. In
other words, the use of communication induces addi-
tional compatibility conditions for the relation between
the agents and the causal structure.

Before we dive into this issue, we first point that there
exist state teleportation protocols (including the one in
the Supplementary Material or [1]) for which there ex-
ists one outcome (say 0) that does not require a correct-
ing unitary, i.e. U0 = 1. Furthermore, the protocol can
be chosen such that this outcome occurs with probabil-
ity 1

d2 , where d is the dimension of the teleported probe.
In particular, this probability is independent of the tele-
ported state.

This observation creates the opportunity for a post-
selection-based protocol that allows the probing of ar-
bitrary causal structures, independently of the agents’
own causal situations, see Figure 3.
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FIG. 3. The fully post-selected process teleportation protocol.
This protocol replaces the outcome communication and cor-
recting unitaries of Figure 2 with post-selection. Here, the
agents’ causal relations can be arbitrary and independent of
the process W .

More specifically, in Figure 2, instead of communi-
cating the outcomes of the generalized Bell state mea-
surements between the labs and the sockets, the out-
comes are just recorded. No correcting unitaries are ap-
plied: The agents directly apply their instrumentsMAm

a

to the copies of the input probes, and similarly the out-
put probes are sent directly into the causal structure.

At the end, the recorded outcomes and statistics are
collected and all statistics for which the outcomes of the
generalized Bell state measurements were not 0 are dis-
carded. For example, one can imagine that the agents
are in a quantum causal structure only for the duration
of the experiment, and after that they can “leave” it (or
the structure ceases to exist) and communicate with each
other or meet to compare results and determine correla-
tions. The probability for a successful run of this proto-
col is

∏N
j=1

1
d2j,ind

2
j,out

. Here, N is the number of agents,

dj,in the input dimension of agent j and dj,out the output
dimension.

While this post-selected protocol requires a large
number of repetitions of the experiment (in particular
a large number of copies of the probed causal structure)
to be successful with high probability, it massively sim-
plifies the individual runs themselves by dropping the
need for communication and relaxing the requirements
on the agents’ causal situations.

Communication and causal structure. Can we in-
crease the success probability by allowing for outcome
communication and correcting unitaries, while impos-
ing stricter causal requirements for the agents?

The use of communication and correcting unitaries in
Figure 2 induces the following causal ordering of the
operations of an agent’s lab and the operations in the
sockets of the causal structure: First, the causal struc-
ture provides the input. Then the first generalized Bell
state measurement is applied to this input and the in-
put probe. Only then can the agent apply the correct-
ing unitary and the instrument. Then the agent applies
the generalized Bell state measurement. Only after this
has happened, the correcting unitary in the socket can
be applied before the output to the causal structure is
provided.

This description seems to imply that (without post-
selection) the causal situation of the agents must be per-
fectly compatible with the probed causal structure, since
some of the operations in the socket happen before the
operations of the corresponding agent, while other op-
erations of the socket happen after the agent’s opera-
tions. In other words, an agent’s operations must hap-
pen while their socket in the causal structure is “active”.
But in the case of an indefinite causal structure, this
means that the agents’ labs themselves must be in an
indefinite causal relation to each other.

Partial post-selection. Operationally, in the case of
probing an indefinite causal structure, the most appeal-
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ing scenario would be one in which the agents are out-
side of the probed indefinite causal structure, i.e. the
agents themselves are part of a definite causal structure.
We have seen a post-selection protocol that can achieve
this goal, but it has a small success probability. How-
ever, our arguments from the previous section suggest
that this probability cannot be boosted to 1, in general.
However, we can increase the success probability by
having a mix of communication and post-selection. The
protocol of Figure 2 requires two-way communication
between the agent’s lab and their socket in the causal
structure. This can be relaxed to one-way communica-
tion if we post-select exactly one of the generalized Bell
state measurements.
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FIG. 4. Partially post-selected protocols. They only post-select
one of the generalized Bell state measurements per party and
put the agents into the causal past or future of the process.

More specifically: Let us say that the first generalized
Bell state measurement (i.e. the one in the socket of the
causal structure) is post-selected on the outcome 0 with
trivial correction U0 = 1. As the corresponding agent
does not have to wait for the outcome of the first gen-
eralized Bell state measurement, this allows the agent
to directly apply their instrument and generalized Bell
state measurement in a distant past before the causal
structure even arises. The outcome of this second gen-
eralized Bell state measurement and the probes must
be stored until the agent’s socket of the causal struc-
ture emerges. The success probability is

∏N
j=1

1
d2j,in

if N

agents apply this protocol. This choice is implemented

by agent A1 in Figure 4.
Analogously, let us say that the the second general-

ized Bell state measurement is the post-selected one.
Then the outcome of the first generalized Bell state mea-
surement and the copies of the probes can be stored un-
til in a distant future (long after the causal structure ex-
isted) the agent applies the correcting unitary, their in-
strument, and the second generalized Bell state mea-
surement. The post-selection means that the output
probe does not have to wait for a correcting unitary, so it
can directly be sent as output to the causal structure. The
success probability is

∏N
j=1

1
d2j,out

for N agents that fol-
low this protocol. This choice is implemented by agent
A2 in Figure 4.

These protocols that mix post-selection and outcome
communication in principle allow agents in a definite
causal structure to probe an indefinite causal struc-
ture. However, there are operational subtleties con-
cerning the communication between the agents and the
probed indefinite causal structure: In principle, the sig-
nal between the two causal structures could contain in-
formation that reveals the causal order of the indefi-
nite causal structure, therefore collapsing the indefinite
causal structure. An example of such information could
be the arrival time of the communicated system in the
socket of the causal structure. In the optical realization
of the quantum switch, the photon enters each socket at
superimposed times [24], either ”earlier” or ”later”, de-
pending on whether the operation in the socket is per-
formed before or after that in the other socket. Now,
if the signal sent by the quantum switch to the exter-
nal agents contains the arrival time of the photon in
the sockets, this would cause the collapse of the causal
structure to a definite order. On the other hand, if this
information is not recorded or erased, the causal struc-
ture will remain unaltered.

We point out that the protocol which post-selects all
generalized Bell state measurements has no problems
related to a collapse, because it does not involve com-
munication between the agents’ labs and their sockets
in the indefinite causal structure.

In the Supplementary Material we show that the par-
tially post-selected protocols are described by a valid
process matrix, which implies that these protocols in-
deed do give a consistent quantum causal structure.

Teleportation of definite causal structures. In the
context of a definite causal structure or a causal struc-
ture with classical control, this issue of collapse induced
by outcome communication is of no big concern. First
of all, given such a causal structure, it is not difficult to
arrange the order of the agents’ actions such that they
are compatible with this causal structure. In the case of
a definite causal order, i.e. a quantum comb or quan-
tum network [8, 25], the causal order of the agents just
has to agree with the causal order of the comb. If the or-
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der of the agents is not fixed in advance, but controlled
by classical uncertainty [26], then it is enough to send
a classical signal to the agents when it is their turn to
act. The classical uncertainty can be restored by forget-
ting the order of the agents in each run, or averaging.
Therefore, the deterministic teleportation protocol from
Figure 2 can be directly applied to such causal structures
by simply putting the agents in the right order, see Fig-
ure 5.
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FIG. 5. In a definite causal order, i.e. a quantum network or
quantum comb [8, 25], the deterministic teleportation proto-
col of Figure 2 can be directly applied by putting the agents
in the right order. Alternatively, the post-selected protocols al-
low to put the agents in arbitrary relation. The agent’s instru-
ments are not shown, since definite causal order allows to in-
sert quantum combs into the open sockets of quantum combs.

However, our partial or full post-selection protocols
from the previous sections also enable the probing of
definite causal structures or causal structures with clas-
sical control if the agents have a definite causal order
that is not compatible with the causal structure under
investigation: In those cases, we do not even have to
worry about a possible collapse of indefiniteness caused
by outcome communication.

Conclusions. In this letter, we have extended the con-
cept of quantum teleportation to arbitrary causal struc-
tures. We presented an operational scenario that sends
probes into the causal structure and uses these probes
to teleport the agents’ quantum instruments to the in-
vestigated causal structure. We observed that the need
for communication of Bell state measurement outcomes
leads to additional causal consistency requirements be-
tween the agents and the probed causal structure. To
avoid these causal consistency requirements, we intro-
duced modified teleportation protocols that post-select
some or all Bell state measurements on an outcome
which does not require a correcting unitary. We pointed
out potential subtleties concerning a collapse of indefi-
nite causal structures induced by outcome communica-
tion.

Our results may be useful in situations where agents
do not have direct access to (in)definite causal struc-
tures, but wish to use these resources to enhance quan-

tum computation or quantum communication. They
can also be used to test indefinite causal structures in
future quantum gravity scenarios.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Review: Quantum teleportation of states in higher-dimensional Hilbert spaces

As many lectures and textbooks only describe the quantum teleportation protocol of states for two-dimensional
systems, for completeness we will explain the quantum teleportation protocol for arbitrary dimension. While there
are many teleportation schemes [28], we will explain the specific scheme of Reference [1].

Bennett et al. [1] generalize the usual Bell basis to arbitrary dimension d by introducing an orthonormal basis
consisting of maximally entangled states |ψnm〉, 0 ≤ n,m ≤ d− 1 given by

|ψnm〉 =
1√
d

d−1∑
j=0

e2πijn/d |j〉 ⊗ |(j +m) mod d〉 (1)

Indeed, this is a set of d2 orthonormal states as one can directly verify (leaving mod d implicit):

〈ψn′m′ |ψnm〉 =
1

d

d−1∑
j,k=0

e2πi(jn−kn
′)/d 〈k|j〉 〈k +m′|j +m〉 =

1

d

d−1∑
k=0

e2πik(n−n
′)/d δm,m′ = δn,n′δm,m′

As generalization of the Pauli matrices, Bennett et al. [1] introduce the unitary operators

Unm :=

d−1∑
k=0

e2πikn/d |k〉 〈(k +m) mod d| .

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.14541
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Now let us consider three d dimensional Hilbert spaces A,A′, B, with A,A′ in possession of agent Alice and B in
possession of Bob. Furthermore, on A′B we have the maximally entangled state |ψ00〉 = 1√

d

∑
k |k〉A′ |k〉B . There is

an arbitrary state |φ〉A that is supposed to be teleported from Alice to Bob.
Now, Alice performs a generalized Bell basis measurement in the basis |ψnm〉AA′ on her systems A and A′. This is

described by the quantum instrument {Bnm}d−1n,m=0 with

Bnm : ρAA′B 7→ (|ψnm〉 〈ψnm|AA′ ⊗ 1B) · ρ · (|ψnm〉 〈ψnm|AA′ ⊗ 1B)

In particular, upon receiving outcome n,m Alice will see the post-measurement state |ψnm〉AA′ and it factorizes
from Bob’s post-measurement state. Since we consider states of the form ρ = |φ〉 〈φ|A ⊗ |ψ00〉 〈ψ00|A′B , Bob’s post-
measurement state is thus given by (up to normalization) 〈ψnm|AA′ (|φ〉A ⊗ |ψ00〉A′B). Expanding |φ〉A =

∑
k φk |k〉A

we thus find:

〈ψnm|AA′ (|φ〉A ⊗ |ψ00〉A′B) =
1

d

∑
j

e−2πijn/d
∑
k,p

φp 〈j|p〉 〈j +m|k〉 |k〉B =
1

d

∑
j

e−2πijn/dφj |j +m〉B

Now, Alice tells Bob the outcome (n,m) and Bob applies the unitary Unm to obtain the state 1
d

∑
j φj |j〉B = 1

d |φ〉B .
The prefactor 1

d expresses the fact that the outcome (n,m) in the generalized Bell basis measurement only occurs
with probability 1

d2 .

Proof that the partially post-selected process teleportation protocols correspond to a valid process matrix

Even though the teleportation protocols reproduce the statistics of the original process, one has to check that the
teleportation scenario is embedded into a valid (quantum) causal structure. In principle, the agents could choose to
not follow the teleportation procedure and apply any other quantum instrument instead. Nonetheless, the input-
output statistics should lead to well-defined probabilities. To ensure that this is the case, we prove that the extended
process matrix including the probes and the outside agents is itself also a valid process.

For the fully post-selected protocol, there is no actual communication between the outside agents and the sockets
of the original process. Therefore, adding the outside agents still leads to a valid process matrix. Furthermore,
process matrices are explicitly defined to allow agents to access additional entangled quantum states, such as our
probes and their copies. Therefore, adding the probes and their copies also leads to a valid process matrix.

The situation is more complicated for the partially post-selected protocols because of the additional communica-
tion involved. Therefore it is crucial to check that, nonetheless, the complete scenario is described by a valid process
matrix.

First of all, we can ignore the initial distribution of the probes (and their copies). Just as explained before, if we
can show that the addition of the outside agents and their communication leads to a valid process, we can freely add
additional entangled systems (such as the initial probes) for all agents to act on and still get a valid process.

We introduce the index sets P and F . Here, j ∈ P means that agent j is in the causal past of W , while j ∈ F means
that agent j is in the causal future of W .

We model the outcome information exchanged between the outside agents and the probes on the inside as being
encoded into a quantum system and being transmitted via an identity channel, with Choi operator |1〉 〈1|. If outside
agent j is in the causal past of W , we extend the input of agent j of the original process W (i.e. the inner agent) to
have an additional input space IMj for receiving the message, while the output space Õj of outside agent j is given
solely by the message. If outside agent j is in the causal future of W , we give agent j of the original process W (i.e.
the inner agent) an additional output space OMj for the message, and the input space Ĩj of outside agent j is given
completely by the message (remember that we can ignore the distribution of the probes).

With this notation, we have to prove the validity of the following process, see Figure 6:

V := W
⊗
j∈P
|1〉 〈1|Õj→IMj

⊗
j∈F
|1〉 〈1|OM

j →Ĩj
(2)

First of all, we notice that the extended process V is a positive operator, and therefore will lead to non-negative
probabilities on all quantum instruments. This holds true even if we add additional entangled systems for all agents
to act on, like the probes, because the extended process matrix is still a positive operator.

Therefore, we only have to prove that V gives probabilities that are normalized to 1 for all choices of instruments.
As expressed in Appendix B of [23] (see Footnote 15) for bipartite process matrices, we can ignore the possibility of
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outside
A1

inside
A1

inside
A2

outside
A2

W

Õj

IMj

Oj Oj

Ij

j = 1

Ĩj

j = 2Ij

W

ρ
(j)

Õj

M(j)

IjIMj →Oj M(j)

Ij→OjOM
j

OM
j

FIG. 6. The graph that must be shown to be a valid process matrix to prove that partially post-selected teleportation (compare
Figure 4) corresponds to a valid quantum causal structure. Non-negativity of probabilities is clear because all involved operators
are positive. Only normalization of probabilities must be shown. For this purpose, the initial distribution of entangled probes
can be ignored. Thus, it is enough to show that the causal structure in the figure corresponds to a valid process matrix that gives
probabilities with normalization 1. The outcome communication for correcting the teleportation happens via quantum systems
IMj and OM

j . The deterministic inputs are quantum states ρ(j)
Õj

, the only deterministic POVM element is the trace. Also shown

are channels M(j)

IjI
M
j →Oj

and M(j)

Ij→OjO
M
j

of the inside agents. Grey boxes belong to the extended process matrix, while white,

yellow and blue boxes belong to the agents. Identity channels are represented as boxes with a wire through them.

additional entangled systems. For completeness, in the next section of the Supplementary Material we will prove
that this statement extends to an arbitrary amount of agents.

As we are checking for normalization, we only need to consider deterministic agent operations, i.e. quantum chan-
nels. The outside agents j ∈ F in the causal future of W have no output and therefore have only one deterministic
channel given by ρĨj 7→ Tr[ρĨj ]. The Choi operator of this map is 1Ĩj . The outside agents j ∈ P in the causal past of

W have no input and therefore their only channel is to output a normalized state ρ(j)
Õj

.
Therefore we have to prove that

1
?
= Tr

(W⊗
j∈P
|1〉 〈1|Õj→IMj

⊗
j∈F
|1〉 〈1|OM

j →Ĩj

)
·
(⊗
j∈P

ρ
(j)

Õj

⊗
j∈F

1Ĩj
⊗
j∈P

M
(j)

IjIMj →Oj

⊗
j∈F

M
(j)

Ij→OjOM
j

)T (3)

Here, M (j)

IjIMj →Oj
and M

(j)

Ij→OjOM
j

are the Choi operators of arbitrary (deterministic) quantum channels of the inside
agents.

To avoid a convoluted notation, we introduce the link product of [8, 25]. It is defined as:

MAB ∗NBC := TrB [MTB

AB ·NBC ] (4)

Ref. [8, 25] has shown that it is the correct way to link together Choi operators of maps, or circuit fragments.
Furthermore, it was shown that it is commutative and associative. With it, Equation (3) reads:

1
?
= W ∗

j∈P
|1〉 〈1|Õj→IMj

∗
j∈F
|1〉 〈1|OM

j →Ĩj
∗
j∈P

ρ
(j)

Õj
∗
j∈F

1Ĩj ∗j∈PM
(j)

IjIMj →Oj
∗
j∈F

M
(j)

Ij→OjOM
j

(5)

Using commutativity and the fact that the link product is the right way to combine circuit fragments, we can contract
the identity channels to find:

1
?
= W ∗

j∈P

(
M

(j)

IjIMj →Oj
∗ ρ(j)

IMj

)
∗
j∈F

(
1OM

j
∗M (j)

Ij→OjOM
j

)
(6)
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Here, M (j)

IjIMj →Oj
∗ ρ(j)

IMj
is the Choi operator of the CPTP map that arises by fixing the input of M (j)

IjIMj →Oj
on IMj

to be ρ(j)
IMj

. Similarly, 1OM
j
∗ M (j)

Ij→OjOM
j

is the Choi operator of the CPTP map that is obtained by tracing out the

OMj -output of M (j)

Ij→OjOM
j

. If we define these new CPTP maps to have Choi operators NIj→Oj and QIj→Oj , we find

that Equation (3) is equivalent to

1 = Tr
[
WT ·

(⊗
j∈P

NIj→Oj

⊗
j∈F

QIj→Oj

)]
(7)

which is always true, because W is a valid process matrix.

Normalization of process probabilities can be checked without introducing additional shared states

In this section, we prove that the proper normalization of the process matrices can be verified without introducing
additional states shared by the agents. Ref. [23] explicitly stated this for two parties, and here we prove this claim
for an arbitrary amount of parties.

Consider agents labeled j with input spaces Ij and output spaces Oj . We collectively label the input spaces as I
and the output spaces as O. A process matrix W IO is a positive operator on all of the Ij and Oj such that

Tr

⊗
j

M
Ij ĨjOj

j

 · (W IO ⊗ ρĨ
) = 1 (8)

for all CPTP mapsMIj ĨjOj

j : Ij Ĩj → Oj with corresponding Choi operators M Ij ĨjOj

j , and for all density matrices ρĨ

on arbitrary ancillary input spaces Ĩj collectively labeled as Ĩ .
Here, positivity of W IO already guarantees that probabilities are non-negative, even if additional ρĨ are consid-

ered. Therefore, one only has to check normalization of probabilities. For this purpose, it is enough to consider
deterministic instruments, i.e. CPTP maps.

However, so far it seems that that we have to consider (Choi operators of) CPTP maps M Ij ĨjOj

j on Ij and all
possible ancillas Ĩj . In this section, we prove that we can choose the Ĩj to be trivial, i.e. that we do not need to add
ρĨ . In other words, we show that if

Tr

⊗
j

M
IjOj

j

 ·W IO

 = 1 (9)

holds for all CPTP mapsMIjOj

j : Ij → Oj with corresponding Choi operators M IjOj

j , then also normalization as in

Equation (8) holds for all Ĩj , all density matrices ρĨ and all CPTP maps MIj ĨjOj

j : Ij Ĩj → Oj with corresponding

Choi operators M Ij ĨjOj

j .
So, let us assume that W IO already satisfies the weaker statement as in Equation (9). We will prove that

TrIO

[
(W IO ⊗ 1Ĩ) ·

⊗
j

M
Ij ĨjOj

j

]
= 1Ĩ (10)

for all Choi operators M Ij ĨjOj

j of CPTP maps Ij Ĩj → Oj . This implies that Tr
[
(W IO ⊗ ρĨ) ·

⊗
jM

Ij ĨjOj

j

]
= TrρĨ = 1,

as demanded by Equation (8). Here, we made use of the identity TrA[(QA⊗RB) ·HAB ] = RB ·TrA[(QA⊗1B) ·HAB ].

Now, we decompose M Ij ĨjOj

j into a normalization term and the rest. We introduce the notation AH := 1A

dA
⊗ TrAH

and [1−A]H := H−AH . SinceM Ij ĨjOj

j is the Choi operator of a CPTP map, it satisfies OjM
Ij ĨjOj

j = 1Oj

dOj
⊗1Ij ,Ĩj = 1

dOj
.

Therefore, we can write M Ij ĨjOj

j = 1
dOj

+[1−Oj ]M
Ij ĨjOj

j . The other way round, for arbitrary Hermitian Nj on Ij ĨjOj ,

we find that Kj := 1
dOj

+[1−Oj ] Nj satisfies the normalization condition of CPTP maps, i.e. TrOj
Kj = 1Ij ,Ĩj .
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Therefore, we see that Equation (10) is equivalent to

TrIO

[⊗
j

(1Ij ĨjOj

dOj

+[1−Oj ] Nj

)
· (W IO ⊗ 1Ĩ)

]
= 1Ĩ (11)

for all Hermitian operators Nj on Ij ĨjOj . We introduce two index sets I andR. Then, using the distributive law, we
sum over all bipartitions I ∪ R = {1, 2, . . . N}, with N the number of agents:

∑
I,R | I∪R={1,2,...N}

TrIO

[⊗
j∈I

1Ij ĨjOj

dOj

⊗
j∈R

[1−Oj ]Nj

 · (W IO ⊗ 1Ĩ)

]
= 1Ĩ (12)

Equation (12) is equivalent to Equation (11). We will now make multiple use of the identity TrA[(QA⊗RB)·HAB ] =
RB · TrA[(QA ⊗ 1B) ·HAB ]. First, we use it to derive another helpful identity:

TrAB [[1−A]H ·Q] =TrAB [(H − 1A
dA
⊗ TrAH) ·Q] = TrAB [H ·Q]− TrAB [(

1A
dA
⊗ TrAH) ·Q]

=TrAB [H ·Q]− 1

dA
TrB [(TrAH) · TrAQ] = TrAB [H ·Q]− TrAB [H · (1A

dA
⊗ TrAQ)]

=TrAB [H ·[1−A] Q] (13)

With this insight, we can rewrite Equation (12) as

∑
I,R | I∪R={1,2,...N}

TrIO

[⊗
j∈I

1Ij ĨjOj

dOj

⊗
j∈R

Nj

 · (∏
j∈R[1−Oj ]W

IO ⊗ 1Ĩ
)]

= 1Ĩ (14)

and evaluating the partial traces for I gives us:

∑
I,R | I∪R={1,2,...N}

∏
m∈I

1

dOm

· TrIkOk|k∈R

[⊗
j∈R

Nj ·
(∏

j∈R[1−Oj ]TrOpIp|p∈IW
IO ⊗ 1Ĩ

)]
= 1Ĩ (15)

Ref. [23] has shown that ∏
j∈R[1−Oj ]·

∏
k∈I IkOk

W IO = 0 for all non-empty R. Therefore, only the summand with
R = ∅ remains and we find

∏
j

1

dOj

· TrIO[W IO]⊗ 1Ĩ = 1Ĩ (16)

Since TrIO[W IO] =
∏
j dOj

, this last equation is satisfied for all valid process matrices, and so is the equivalent
Equation (8).

Formalization of the partially post-selected process teleportation protocol and proof that it gives the right statistics

In the main text, we provided an operational description of the partially post-selected process teleportation pro-
tocol. In this section, we will provide a mathematical formalization of the protocol in the process matrix formalism,
using the Choi isomorphism and the link product. After providing this formalization, we will prove that the pro-
posed partially post-selected process teleportation protocol achieves its goal of teleporting the agents’ instruments
into the original process. This is physically remarkable, because some of the agents involved in the teleportation pro-
tocol may be part of an indefinite causal structure, while others are outside. Despite the physically exotic situation
of some of the agents, we will see that the calculations reduce to those of usual quantum teleportation as in the first
section of the Supplementary Material.
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The basic strategy is to identify the mathematical occurrence of the link product and then successively apply
known rules of the link product such that we can replace the full extended scenario of Figure 4 with the original
causal structure given by the process matrix W , such that the agents only apply the teleportation operations within
their own labs. Then the first section of the Supplementary Material tells us that indeed the teleportation protocol
reproduces the statistics as if teleportation was not applied (i.e. as if the outside agents directly inserted their main
instrument into the original process matrix W ).

Φ+

Mj

Φ+

CU

Φ+

BSM

outsideA1

inside
A1

BSM

Φ+

inside
A2

Φ+

CU

Mj

Φ+

outsideA2

W

P̃ I
j

P I
j

P̃O
j

PO
j

Ij

Õ′
j

Õj

IMj

Oj Oj

Ij

j = 1

P I
j P̃ I

j

OM
j

Ĩj

PO
j

P̃O
j

Ĩ ′j

Õj

j = 2

W

FIG. 7. This figure shows the Hilbert space labels we use in the partially post-selected protocol of Figure 4. Grey boxes are
part of Wext, white, yellow and blue boxes are implemented by agents. Identity channels are represented just as boxes with
a wire through them. The Bell state measurement BSM now sends the outcome as a message with a quantum system. CU is
an instrument that measures the (quantum) message to decide which correcting unitary Um to apply to make a teleportation
deterministic.

First, some notation, compare to Figure 7: The original agents of the processW are labeled by j ∈ {1, 2, . . . N}, and
their input and output spaces are Ij and Oj . Again, we consider an index set P for external agents that are in the
causal past of W , and an index set F for external agents in the causal future of W . For each agent j, there are four
probes. Two of them are described by Hilbert spaces P Ij and P̃ Ij which are copies of Ij . These probes are prepared
in the normalized maximally entangled state |φ+〉P I

j P̃
I
j

:= 1√
dj,in

∑dj,in−1
k=0 |k〉P I

j
|k〉P̃ I

j
, and dj,in the dimension of Ij .

Similarly, for each agent j there are two probes with Hilbert spaces POj and P̃Oj that are copies of Oj , and the probes
are prepared in the maximally entangled state |φ+〉PO

j P̃
O
j

:= 1√
dj,out

∑dj,out−1
k=0 |k〉PO

j
|k〉P̃O

j
. |φ+〉 corresponds to the

Bell state |ψ00〉 from the first section of the Supplementary Material. In the cases j ∈ P and j ∈ F , we introduce
Hilbert spaces Õ′j and Ĩ ′j , respectively, to label a direct output/input ofMj . Here,Mj is the quantum transformation
that agent j actually wants to implement in W .

The probes labeled P̃ I,Oj are given to the outside agents, the probes labeled P I,Oj are given to the inside agents
(in addition to the input Ij provided by W ). Furthermore, for the agents j ∈ P , there is an identity channel for the
(quantum) message from the output space Õj of the outside agent j to an additional input space IMj of the inside
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agent. Meanwhile, for the agents j ∈ F , there is an identity channel for the (quantum) message from an additional
output space OMj of the inside agent j to the input space Ĩj of the outside agent.

The initial probes are prepared independently of the process, and the message identity channels connect labs, but
not the process. Therefore, the extended process matrix for this scenario is then (as can also be seen by the fact that
the link product of [8] reduces to the tensor product for non-overlapping Hilbert spaces):

Wext := W

N⊗
j=1

(
|φ+〉 〈φ+|P I

j P̃
I
j
⊗ |φ+〉 〈φ+|PO

j P̃
O
j

)⊗
j∈P
|1〉 〈1|ÕjIMj

⊗
j∈F
|1〉 〈1|OM

j Ĩj
(17)

Now, let us turn to the agents. The inner agents apply a Bell state measurement in the basis of Eq. (1) to
their input at Ij and the input probe P Ij . In the case j ∈ P , this measurement is post-selected on the outcome 0
which just applies the POVM element |φ+〉 〈φ+|IjP I

j
. In the case j ∈ F , the inner agent gets a result mj (which

represents a double index in notation of Eq. (1)). This can be represented by an instrument applying Kraus
operator BSMmj := |mj〉OM

j
〈ψmj |IjP I

j

upon outcome mj . Its Choi operator is given by (BSMmj )OM
j IjP I

j
:=

|mj〉 〈mj |OM
j
⊗ |ψ∗mj

〉 〈ψ∗mj
|
IjP I

j

with ∗ complex conjugation in the computational basis.

Now we consider the outside agents. In the case j ∈ P , the outside agent directly applies their quantum trans-
formationMj : P̃ Ij → Õ′j to the input system P̃ Ij , represented by Choi operator (Mj)P̃ I

j Õ
′
j
. Then the outside agent

applies the Bell state measurement with outcome mj represented by (BSMmj )ÕjÕ′
j P̃

O
j

. In the case j ∈ F , the outside

agent measures the message received on Ĩj and applies the correcting unitary Umj
. This can be modeled via an

instrument that applies the Kraus operator (Umj
)P̃ I

j→Ĩ′j
⊗ 〈mj |Ĩj . We call its Choi operator (CUmj

)Ĩj P̃ I
j Ĩ

′
j
. Then, the

agent applies their instrumentMj : Ĩ ′j → Õj . Finally, the outside agent post-selects the Bell state POVM element
|φ+〉 〈φ+|Õj P̃O

j
.

Now, we turn to the inside agents again. In the case j ∈ P , the inside agent applies the unitary correction depen-
dent on the received message, represented by (CUmj

)IMj PO
j Oj

. In the case j ∈ F , the inside agent just applies the
identity channel |1〉 〈1|PO

j Oj
.

Now we collect these steps. Within an agents lab, everything has a definite causal order, and we can link the
individual Choi operators together via the link product. Using this within the labs and the mathematical definition
of the link product (which reduces to ∗ = ⊗ for operators with non-overlapping Hilbert spaces) to connect the
process and the labs, we find for the statistics of the full protocol:

W
N∗
j=1

(
|φ+〉 〈φ+|P I

j P̃
I
j
∗ |φ+〉 〈φ+|PO

j P̃
O
j

)
∗
j∈P
|1〉 〈1|ÕjIMj

∗
j∈F
|1〉 〈1|OM

j Ĩj

∗
j∈P

(
|φ+〉 〈φ+|IjP I

j
∗ (Mj)P̃ I

j Õ
′
j
∗ (BSMmj

)ÕjÕ′
j P̃

O
j
∗ (CUmj

)IMj PO
j Oj

)
∗
j∈F

(
(BSMmj )OM

j IjP I
j
∗ (CUmj )Ĩj P̃ I

j Ĩ
′
j
∗ (Mj)Ĩ′jÕj

∗ |φ+〉 〈φ+|Õj P̃O
j
∗ |1〉 〈1|PO

j Oj

)
(18)

The first line in Equation (18) is Wext, the second line the instruments of the agents j ∈ P and the third line the
instruments of the agents j ∈ F .

Instead of calculating this convoluted expression, we use the associativity of the link product to factor out W .
Then, the rest in Equation (18) is the same mathematical form that we would get if all of the parts of the teleportation
protocol happened within a single lab with a definite causal structure. In particular, this mathematical form is
independent of whether W is a definite causal order, or an indefinite causal structure. Using the fact that the link
product is the correct way to combine circuit fragments, and the teleportation protocol from the first section of the
Supplementary Material, we therefore conclude that Equation (18) reduces to∏

j∈P

1

d2j,in
·
∏
j∈F

1

d2j,out
· Tr[WT ·

⊗
j

Mj ]. (19)

This means the teleportation behaves as if the instruments Mj were inserted directly into W , up to the post-selection
probabilities.
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